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Readme First 
 
The demo version of the TiffDLL100 displays at random DEMO messages.  If 
you run the demo version, ensure that the project is installed on a computer that 
can display messages. 
 
Make sure that all affected files are safely backed up.  This is especially 
important while you are testing the program, but still important when using the 
program in real mode; there may always be files that are of an unsupported 
format and it is important that you do have all files backed up so that files can be 
restored in necessary. 
 
When you append Tiff files, the base file will be re-generated in the 
recommended multistrip CCITT4 (monochrome) or LZW (color) Tiff format.  For 
more information please read the Append section in this user guide. 
 
As with all software products, please read the License, Warranties and 
Disclaimer section below before you use the software.   
 
This user guide is posted online at www.informatik.com/manuals.html and will be 
updated regularly.  Support contact is listed on the website. 
 
If you downloaded the TiffDLL100 from a website other than Informatik.com, 
please download the latest version from www.informatik.com. 
 
The current version requires the Microsoft Framework 4.0 or higher. Separate 
versions are available for 32-bit and 64-bit projects.   
 
TiffDLL100 Commandline is very easy to use; yet versatile and flexible.  For a 
quick test, just place the system files in the correct folder and run this simple 
command from the Start -> Run:   
 
"C:\xxx\TiffCmd.exe" C:\xyz\myfile.tif;C:\xyz\test.tif;TXT(Hello World) 

 

Try it with a multi-page file. 
 
TiffDLL100 Commandline is an adaptation of the TiffDLL100 DLL for use as a 
command-line.  For more flexibility over processing consider the full DLL version 
of TiffDLL100.  With the DLL you have virtually total flexibility.  For example you 
can process folders of files, insert your own code for special handling of pages, 
etc.  
 
The program has much flexibility and depth.  In most applications the vast 
majority of the options will never be used.  We hope that we have presented the 
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essentials and the many options without causing confusion.  It is recommended 
that you read the entire user guide to get a feel for the many options and 
features. 
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Introduction 
 
TiffDLL100 includes the following functions: 
 

• Text annotations at preset locations or x-y specified, any font, any color, 
any orientation. 

• Watermarks of several styles. 

• Image Insert:  any location, size, transparency, orientation. Image can be 
from file or from a bitmap memory object. 

• Resize image specified in Inches, centimeters.  Options for parity. 

• Resize canvas, with options to align the original image eight ways, with 
color options for the mat. 

• Changing resolutions with optional re-sampling. 

• Shifting the image inside the canvas in any direction. 

• Cropping. 

• Cleanup of the borders.  Any of the four borders can be whited-out (for 
example to clear scanning borders, punch holes. 

• Redaction.  Default is black, but other colors can be specified, including 
white color for hiding sections. 

• Highlighting with options for colors and transparency. 

• Rotations, including conditional rotation, e.g. rotation if width is more 
than height, etc. 

• Flipping of image. 

• Inverting (negative colors). 

• Color flooding for monochrome images.  Floods the black border areas 
with white color.  

• Add white strip at bottom, without changing the image size, useful for 
adding annotations if no clear space is available. 

• Splitting, serialization of multi-page Tiff files with options for separator 
character and zero-fills. 

• Add Tiff Tags to Tiff files. 
 
 
 

Trial Version and License Registration 
 
The free trial version displays a nag message at random.  You may use the trial 
version for evaluation up to 30 days.  After 30 days please un-install the program 
or purchase a license.  If you need extra time to evaluate the program, feel free 
to use the trial version for a reasonable time beyond the 30 days.  Licenses can 
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be purchased from the www.informatik.com web page.  When you purchase a 
license you will receive a 24-character long license code.  For this command-line 
version create a text file with Notepad or Wordpad.  The text file must consist of 
just one line, no blank lines, with the text line being the license code.  The text file 
must be named license.txt and must be placed in the same folder as the 
TiffCmd.exe and TiffDLL100.dll files; the program will then run in licensed mode, 
without the nag window.   
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The Essentials 
 
Typically, TiffDLL100 is launched with a standard Command Prompt.  You can 
also launch it within a Process.  The command execution returns an exit code 
and it is therefore suitable to be run within an application.  For use within a 
process see separate section below with sample code.  
 
"c:\xyz\TiffCmd.exe" c:\myfile.tif;c:\myfile2.tif;TXT(Hello World) 
 

We recommend that you always place the executable path in double quotes, although it 
is required only if there is a space in the path name. 
 
TiffDLL100 requires two (2) files:  TiffCmd.exe and TiffDLL100.dll.  Both files must be as 
a pair in the same directory.   If you have purchased a license, also place the License.txt 
file in the same folder. 

 
The command line consists of sections, each separated by a semicolon (;).   
 
In the first section, enter the full path name of the source file, or enter a '?' for 
the Open File Dialog.  
 
In the second section, after the semicolon, enter the full path name of the output 
file, or a '?' for the Save File Dialog.  If you save the image to the source file, and 
overwrite the source file, then simply enter an equal sign (=).  If the output file is a 
path to a non-existing folder, the folder will automatically be created. 
 
These first two sections are required in all cases.   
 
The third section is optional and specifies the pages that are to be processed.  
Un-edited (i.e. unchanged) pages, if any, can be included or excluded in the 
output file. The page selection section must have a # prefix.  The pages selection 
option is very versatile.  You can process the pages in any order, by individual 
page, by ranges, forward and backward.  Please read the separate ‘Page 
Selection’ paragraph below.   
 
The first three sections must be lined up in that exact order, although the third is 
optional and can be left out. 
 
An optional fourth section is for Default Setup (SET). The option allows you to 
change certain default behaviors.  By default, if an output file already exists, a 
prompt will be displayed so that the user can decide between Overwrite, 
Append or Cancel. Error messages will be displayed.  The Errors are posted to 
an Error Log.  A Progress Bar is shown, useful when processing large multi-
page files. The Default Setup option allows you to set defaults for the 
Overwrite/Append and to de-activate the Error Handling and the Progress Bar.  
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For full details of the option, please read the separate section under Functions 
below. 
 
Next to these first initial sections, you can add a virtually unlimited number of 
functions. The functions are identified by the first three letters, for example TEX 
for Text annotations; you can use lower-case of upper-case characters.  The 
functions are executed in the order they appear in the command line.  You can 
enter the same function several times, for example if you need to enter several 
text items.   
 
Most functions have arguments, sometimes called parameters. The arguments 
are encased in round brackets ( ) and components of the argument are 
separated by commas.  Lagging commas in the argument can be omitted. The 
dimensions, if used, are entered in Inches or Centimeters, depending on your 
system settings.  You can override the metrics, if needed. 
 
The specifications for serialization of output are in the Serialization (SER) 
function.  The specifications for output formats, Tiff compressions, color 
mode, graphics formats, Tiff Tags, etc are in the Save function. 
 
Samples of a commandline: 
(adds text annotation and watermark) 
In all samples here and below we leave out the executable string. 
 
C:\abc.tif;C:\xyz.tif;#1-2; TXT(Hello Word,5,1201) ;WAT(DRAFT) 
C:\mysource.tif; C:\mydest.tif; txt(Hello World,2) ; wat(DRAFT,LM) 
?; C:\mydest.tif;txt(Hello World);wat(DRAFT) 
C:\mysource.tif; =; txt(Hello World,2) ; wat(DRAFT,LM) 
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Functions 
 
The functions are entered after the required first two sections that are reserved 
for the source name and output name, and optionally the third and fourth 
sections for page specification and setup.  You can add one or many functions, 
and you can repeat the same function.  The functions are executed in the order 
they appear. 
 
The functions are called by the first three characters. The Text annotation can be 
called TEX or TXT; for Rectangle REC or RCT, for ImageInsert IMA or IMG.  The 
string is not case-sensitive.  Extra spaces do not matter. 
 

Text Annotation (TEX or TXT) 

(There are nine properties, but you rarely need more than the first four.) 
 
Samples: 
TXT(Hello World) 
TXT(Hello World,2) 
TXT(Hello World,,2181,1.50,2.25) 
TXT(|Harris, Johnson & Co|) 
TXT(Case [+1005]) 
TXT(Case [+00001],,,2.5,4.25) 
 

 

1. Text 
Start with the annotation text. If annotation text includes a comma, the text 
must be encapsulated in pipe characters, for example: |abc, xyz|. 

 
 The supported placeholders are: 
 [+]   Incrementing Number, starting with number in the square bracket.   
  For example [+1001] adds incrementing numbers 
  starting with  1001, then  1002, 1003, etc. 
  [+] Starts with 1 and increases by 1 for each processed page. 
 [F]   File base name (without directory, without extension) 
 [P]   Current Page 
 [PP] Number of pages 

 
2. Fixed Location 

Use this option if you want the text to be shown in a fixed position, rather 
than be a user-defined Left/Top position.  Enter a single digit number (5, 
Bottom Center, is the default): 
 

     1 = Top Left  
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     2 = Top Center (automatically center-aligned) 
     3 = Top Right (automatically right-aligned) 
     4 = Bottom Left  
     5 = Bottom Center (automatically center-aligned) 
     6 =Bottom Right (automatically right-aligned) 
 
3.  Font 
 The Font is specified by a 4-digit number (1120 is the default): 
 
 The first digit indicates the Font Name: 
  1 = Arial 
  2 = Courier New 
  3 = Comic Sans MS 
  4 = Times New Roman 
 
 The second and third digits indicate the Font Size,  
 for example: 08, 12, 36, etc. You must zero-fill to two digits. 
 
 The forth digit indicates the Font Attributes: 
  1 = Bold 
  2 = Italic 
  4 = Underline 
  8 = Strikeout 
  And combinations of these, for example: 
  3 (1 + 2) is Bold Italic 
  Etc.  
 
4.  Horizontal (X) location in Inches or Centimeters 

The entry is not needed if you use a fixed location in #2 above. 
If the value is negative it is in reference to the right border.   

 
5.  Vertical (Y) location in Inches or Centimeters  

The entry is not needed if you use a fixed location in #2 above. 
If the value is negative it is in reference to the right border.   
 

6. Color 
Choose one of these colors (enter the full color name, not case sensitive): 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White 

 
7.  Background Color 

This option is used if you want to make the text background opaque 
(enter the full color name, not case sensitive).  You generally would use 
the White color. 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White 
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8.  Alignment  
This option is used only if you set your own locations,  it is not needed or 
used with fixed locations.  The fixed locations have automatic alignment.  
Alignment setting is not needed either if the horizontal position is a 
negative value (placement on right border). 

 
 Enter as single letter for the text alignment: 
 
     L = Left  
     C = Center  
     R = Right  
 
9. Aspect 
 

This option is used if you want to add vertical text on the left or right 
border.  To better understand the Aspect option, visualize the system 
rotating the page 90 degrees right or left, then adding the text, then 
rotating the page back. 

 
 Enter a single letter: 
 
     L = Left Side Up for text on the left border 
     R = Right Side Up for text on the right border 
 

The text will be 'facing in' if you place your text on top, or 'facing out' if you 
place the text at the bottom.  If you use this option, try it out first. 

 
To add extra white space at the bottom, use the AddSpace function. 
 
You can add multiple annotations, each at a different location, different font, 
different color.  Simply include multiple functions in the command-line string, for 
example: 
 
c:\myfile.tif;c:\outfile.tif; TXT(Abc,,,1.5,2.5); TXT(def,,,1.5,3.5); 
TXT(xyz,,,1.5,4.5) 

 

AddSpace (ADD) 

Example: 
ADD(0.50) 
 
This option adds a blank strip at the bottom without changing the dimensions of 
the page. The option is typically used to make space at the bottom for 
annotations.  
 
Enter the Height of the strip in Inches or Centimeters. 
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ImageInsert (IMA or IMG) 

Examples: 
IMA(c:\mypict.bmp,2.5,5.5) 
IMA(c:\mypict.bmp,2.5,2.5,3.25,,90) 
IMA(c:\mypict.bmp,2.5,2.5,3.25,,,W) 
IMA(c:\mypict.bmp) 
 

The ImageInsert option adds an image to the page.  The option is often used as 
an alternative to the Watermark option. 
 
1. File name 

Enter full path of insert image file.  These graphics formats are supported: 
TIFF, BMP, GIF, PNG, JPEG 
 

2. Horizontal location in Inches or Centimeters 
If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border.  If 
section is left blank or zero, the image will be centered.  

 
3. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters 

If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the bottom border.  If 
section is left blank or zero, the image will be centered.  

 
4. Width in Inches or Centimeters 

You normally specify the width or the height, not both. 
If the Height is given but Width is blank, the image will be resized to scale. 
Leave the section blank or enter a zero to leave original size.  Don't worry 
about resolutions; it will be adjusted automatically. 
 

5. Height in Inches or Centimeters  
You normally specify the width or the height, not both. 
If the Width is given but Height is blank, the image will be resized to scale. 
Leave the section blank or enter a zero to leave original size.  Don't worry 
about resolutions; it will be adjusted automatically. 
 

6. Opacity 
The default opacity is 100%, so this property is rarely changed. 
To make the inserted image transparent, enter between 10 and 90, the 
lower the number the more transparent.  To revert back to total opacity 
mark the field with a value of 0 or 100. 
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7. Transparent White 
Enter a 'W' if you want the white color in the insert image to be 
transparent. 
The property is used often if images are used as watermarks. 
 

8. Rotation 
Enter 90 for clockwise, 270 for counter-clockwise, or 180 for upside down. 

 
 

Watermark (WAT) 

Examples: 
WAT(DRAFT) 
WAT(DRAFT,UM) 
WAT(|ABC,XYZ|,LM) 
 
1. Text 

 
Enter the short text of the watermark.  If watermark text includes a comma, 
the text must be encapsulated in pipe characters, for example: |abc,xyz|. 
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2. Style, Size and Placement 
 

The default is Center Medium (Standard), or you can choose one of the 
following: 
  
UL = Upper Large  
UM = Upper Medium  
US = Upper Small  
CL = Center Large  
CM = Center Medium   (Default) 
CS = Center Small  
LL = Lower Large  
LM = Lower Medium  
LS = Lower Small 
 
ULX= Upper Large - Outline 
UMX = Upper Medium - Outline 
USX = Upper Small - Outline 
CLX = Center Large - Outline 
CMX = Center Medium - Outline 
CSX = Center Small - Outline 
LLX = Lower Large - Outline 
LMX = Lower Medium - Outline 
LSX = Lower Small - Outline 
     
You can also create watermarks with image inserts.  Insert a black (1-bit) 
image in the center, set the opacity to 50, and make the white background 
of the insert image transparent.  For this purpose, ideally use a silhouette-
style 1-bit (black) image with a white background. 
 
ima(c:\MyImage.bmp(,,,,,50,1) 

 
 

Highlight (HIG) 

Examples: 
HIG(2.5,3.25,3,1.50) 
HIG(2.5,3.25,3,1.50, green) 
HIG(2.5,3.25,3,1.50,,40) 
 
The Highlight option colors a selected rectangle in transparent color.  The default 
color is yellow and the default transparency is 50%. 
 
1. Horizontal location in Inches or Centimeters 
 If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border. 
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2. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters 
 If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the bottom border. 
 
3. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
 
4. Height in Inches or Centimeters 
 
5. Color   

The default is Yellow, or choose from (type full color name): 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White. 

 
6. Opacity  

Enter between 10 and 90, the lower the number the more transparent.  
The default transparency is 50% 
 
 

Redaction (RED) 

Examples: 
RED(2.5,3.25,3,1.50) 
RED(2.5,3.25,3,1.50,white) 
 
The Redaction option blacks out a specified rectangle.  You can also use other 
colors, including white.  
 
1. Horizontal location in Inches or Centimeters 
 If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border. 
 
2. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters 
 If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border. 
 
3. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
 
4. Height in Inches or Centimeters 
 
5. Color  

The default is Black, or choose from (type full color name): 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White 

 

Size (SIZ) 

Examples: 
SIZ(0,12.50,1) 
SIZ(10,0) 
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The resize option resizes the page.  Pixels will be added or removed.  You can 
also resize with the Resolution function. 
 
1. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
 
2. Height in Inches or Centimeters  
 
3. Adjust the Resolution 

Enter a number 1 if you want to adjust the resolution so that the image is 
displayed at the original size, even though the number of pixels may be 
more or less. (The number of pixels divided by the original resolution will 
equal the sizes entered in the Resize argument.) 

 

Resolution (RES) 

Examples: 
RES(400,400,1) 
RES(400,0) 
RES(400,0,1) 
 
1. Horizontal Resolution 
 Pixels per Inch 
 
2. Vertical Resolution  
 Pixels per Inch 
 
3. Re-sampling 
 

Enter 1 if you want to re-sample the image.  Re-sampling will add or 
remove pixels so that the image is displayed at the original size. 

 
4. Parity 
 

If a value is entered, the width and height are rounded down to the 
specified parity number.  Valid numbers are: 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 

 

Canvas Size (CAN) 

Examples: 
CAN(0,12) 
CAN(10,0,2) 
 

The Canvas function executes only if the specified canvas size is larger then the 
original image size.  The function will return an error if either the width or the 
height is smaller than the original.  To reduce the canvas size below the size of 
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the original image, use the Crop function.  Much of the Canvas functionality can 
also be accomplished with the Crop function. 
 
1. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
 
2. Height in Inches or Centimeters  
 
3. Alignment 
 

The Alignment dictates where the smaller original image sits inside the 
larger canvas.  The default is the upper-right corner. Enter a one-digit 
number from following list: 
 
    C =   Center  
    N =   North  
    E =   East  
    S =   South  
    W =   West  
    NE = NorthEast (default) 
    SE = SouthEast  
    SW = SouthWest  
    NW= NorthWest 

 
4. Color 
 

If you want the margins filled in color, choose one of these colors: 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White. 
The default is White. 

 
 

Rectangle (REC or RTC) 

Examples: 
REC(2.5,3.0,4.5,4.0) 
REC(2.5,3.0,4.5,4.0, green,5) 
 
1. Horizontal location in Inches or Centimeters 
 If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border. 
 
2. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters 
If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the bottom border. 
 
3. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
 
4. Height in Inches or Centimeters 
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5. Color 
Default is Black.  Chose other colors (enter full color name): 
Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Gray, Brown, Black, White 

 
6. Thickness 
 Enter a number, 3 for thin, up to about 20. 
 
 

Borders (BOR) 

Examples: 
BOR(1.00) 
BOR(0.50,0.50,0.50,0.50) 
 
The Borders function whites out any of the four borders.  The option is typically 
used to clean up the sides (punch hole marks, black borders from scanning, etc.)  
You can specify one or all of the following: 
 
1. Width of left border to be cleaned up, in Inches or Centimeters.  
 
2. Height of left border to be cleaned up, in Inches or Centimeters. 
 
3. Width of right border to be cleaned up, in Inches or Centimeters. 
 
4. Height of bottom border to be cleaned up, in Inches or Centimeters. 
 
 

Crop (CRO) 

Example: 
CRO(2,2,4,4) 
 

The Crop function crops and saves a specified rectangle.  All four values must be 
given. 
 
1. Horizontal location in Inches or Centimeters 

If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the left border 
(including width).  Try it before you use negative values. 

 
2. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters 

If the value is negative it will be used in reference to the bottom border 
(including height).  Try it before you use negative values. 

 
3. Width in Inches or Centimeters 
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If you want to crop to the extremity (you don't know the width), enter a 
zero (0).  If the width entered is larger than the image width the canvas will 
be enlarged with white space. 
 

4. Height in Inches or Centimeters 
If you want to crop to the extremity (you don't know the height), enter a 
zero (0).  If the height entered is larger than the image height the canvas 
will be enlarged with white space. 

 

Shift (SHI) 

Examples: 
SHI(0.50,0) 
SHI(0.50,0.50) 
SHI(0.50,-1.00) 
 
The Shift function shifts the image inside its canvas in any direction. 
 
1. Horizontal shift in Inches or Centimeters (positive or negative value) 
 
2. Vertical location in Inches or Centimeters (positive or negative value) 
 
 

Rotation (ROT) 

Examples: 
ROT(90) 
ROT(90,WH) 
 

The Rotation function can rotate the image at any right-angle. 
 
1. Angle 
 

Enter 90 for clockwise rotation, 270 for counter-clockwise, 180 for upside 
down.     

 
2. Condition 
 
Enter a two-letter code: 
 
WH to rotate if ‘Width More Than Height’ 
HW to rotate if ‘Height More Than Width’ 
 

Flip (FLI) 

Example: 
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FLI(X) 
 
The function flips the image horizontally or vertically. 
 
Enter X for horizontal flip; enter Y for vertical flip. 
 

Invert-Negative (INV) 

Example: 
INV() 
 

This function inverts the image (negative colors).  No arguments are needed. 
 

Flood (FLO) 

Example: 
FLO(2,-2) 
 
The Flood option is for monochrome images only.  It floods the contiguous black 
area of the selected pixel to white.  Some scanned documents have black border 
areas; the Flood function can flood those black areas to white.   

 
The two values represent the X-Y coordinates  in pixels.  Minus numbers are in 
reference to the right and bottom border. You may need to run the function for all 
four corners.  The sample above will flood the contiguous black area around the 
second pixel of the top-right corner (if the selected pixel is black). 
 
If your command-line has several functions, the Flood function must be the first 
function. 
 

Save (SAV) 

Examples: 
SAV(4) 
SAV(,24,PNG) 
SAV(,,,60) 
 
 
The Save function specifies various output options.  In most cases you can use 
the default settings and you will not use the Save option. 
 
1. Tiff Format 
 

By default, if no color items are added, the file will be saved in the original 
compression.  If color objects (other than white or black) are added to 
original CCITT3 or CCITT4 formats, the file will be save in LZW 
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compression.  If you choose option 10, all black and white files will be 
saved as CCITT4, the most commonly used format.  Note:  All output will 
be multi-strip, without Fillorder2.  Choose an option only if needed.  
 
4 =    CCITT4 Group4 mono 
3 =    CCITT3 Group3 mono 
5 =    LZW mono or color 
1 =    Uncompressed 
10 =  Give CCITT4 priority over LZW and CCITT4 
 

 
2. Color Depth 
 

The file will be saved at the optimum color depth.  If the source document 
is black and white and you do not add color objects, the file will be saved 
monochrome 1-bit.  If you add solid colors, for example for highlighting, 
the output will be saved in 256 colors (8-bit).  If you add a True Color 
object, then the file will be saved in True Color 24-bit.  You can override 
the colors with the color depth option.  If there is a conflict between the 
chosen Tiff compression and the color depth, the selected color depth will 
prevail. 
 
1 =   Monochrome Black 
 8 =  8-bit, 256 colors 
 24 =  24-bit True Color  

 
3. Graphics format 
 

This option is used only if you save a file to some unrecognized extension 
name.  The system primarily saves the files to the format given by the 
extension.  For unrecognized extensions, if a Graphics Format is not 
given, the file will be saved in TIFF format. 
 
If your output file uses an unrecognized extension, enter one of the 
following: 
 
BMP 
GIF 
PNG  
JPG 
 

4. JPEGQuality 
 

If you save the image to JPEG format you can specify a quality factor, 
normally a number between 60 and 90, but it can be lower.  The higher 
the number the better the quality and the larger the file size. 
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Serialization (SER) 

Examples: 
SER(0001) 
SER(_0001) 
 
To serialize the output (one file per page), use this function and enter the desired 
serial suffix. 
 
Examples of entries: 

00001 
001 
_0001 
-0001 
 

Tag (TAG) 

 
Examples: 
TAG(My text) 
TAG(My text, 315) 
TAG(|Johnson, Robertson and Smith|, 315) 
 
This option allows you to edit or enter text to some specific Tiff Tags.  Entries can 
only be made to a few tag IDs, those that do not destroy the structure of the Tiff. 
 
1. Text 
 
Enter the text of for the tag entry.  If the text includes a comma, the text must be 
encapsulated in pipe characters. 
 
 
2.  Tag ID Number 
 
 If a tag ID is not specified, the entry will be made to tag 270. 
 

  You can use one of the following tag numbers: 
 

 270 Description 
 315 Author 
 269 Document Name 
 3601 unspecified 
 3602 unspecified 
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Setup (SET) 

Samples: 
SET(1,1) 
SET(0,1) 
SET(1,1,2) 
 
The Setup function lets you set some user preferences:  Options if an output file 
exists, display of error messages, post errors to error log, show  progress bar. 
. 
1. File Overwrite or Append 
 

If a selected output already exists, by default, the system will display a 
prompt to select between 'Overwrite' or Append' or 'Cancel'.  You can set 
other default options by entering one of the following letters in the first 
position: 
 
X = The file will be overwritten without warning, 
A = The file will be appended. 
E = An error message will be displayed. 
 
The Overwrite and Append setting has no effect on serialized output; 
serialized output will always overwrite existing files, regardless of the 
settings. 
 
If Overwrite is selected, the system will overwrite existing files without 
warning or prompt.  Use with caution.  Overwritten files cannot be 
recovered.  Always make sure you have good backup of all affected files.     
 
See also separate Append Files section in this user guide. 
 
 

2. Error Messages 
 

By default, error messages are displayed.  To hide error messages, enter 
a letter 'N' in the second position.  See also separate section on Error 
Handling below. 

 
3. Error Log 
 

By default, errors are posted to the error log.  To de-activate the error log, 
enter a letter 'N' in the third position.  Remove the letter to re-activate.  
Please clean out the file from time to time.  You will find the error log in  
 
C:\Users\[User]\AppData\Roaming\TiffDLL100\errorlog.txt.   
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See also separate section on Error Handling below. 
 

4. Display of Progress Bar 
 

By default, a progress bar is displayed for multi-page processing.  The 
progress bar can be disabled by entering a letter 'N' in the fourth position.  
Remove the letter to re-activate.   
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Setup 
 
The Setup option is a Function.  Set Setup (SET) under the Functions listing. 

 

Pages Selection 
 
TiffDLL100 supports multi-page Tiff files.  Unless you specify the page or pages 
of the source file, all pages will be processed.  The Pages can be specified in the 
third section of the command-line.  The section must have # prefix.  The specified 
pages will be edited by the functions; the remaining pages can be included un-
edited or excluded in the output file. 
 
Sample of a command-line with Pages Specification: 
 
C:\mysource.tif; C:\mydest.tif; #1-3,5-6,9; TXT(Hello World, 5,1201) 
 

In this sample, the pages 1-3, 5-6 and page 9 will be processed and saved.  All 
other pages are omitted from the output file. 
 
To process the specified pages through the functions AND to include the other 
pages un-edited in the output file, use the prefix #*.  Although not processed by 
the functions, they are re-built and certain characteristics, like single-strip, 
Fillorder-2, JPEG/TIFF compression, special tags, will be dropped.  Example: 
 

C:\mysource.tif; C:\mydest.tif; #*1-3,5-6,9; TXT(Hello,4)  
 
 

The page range(s) can be in any order, any direction, and it allows duplicate 
pages.  With the #* prefix, the pages in the output file will be in the original order. 
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Examples of page(s) selections: 
 
One page of a multipage #1 
Pages 2 - 3    #2-3 
Three individual pages  #1,3,5 
Pages 2-3 and 5 - last  #2-3, 5-EE 
Last 4 pages    #EEEE-E 
Pages 5 – 1 in reverse  #5-1 
 
'E'  stands for the ‘last page’ 
'EE' stands for second-last page’ (last minus 1) 
'EEE' stands for ‘third last page’ (last minus 2) 
'EEEE' stands for ‘fourth last page’ (last minus 3) 
 

The page numbers are ‘one-based’ (not zero-based).  So, for page 1, use 
number 1. If a number is larger than the number of pages in the file, it is 
substituted by the number of pages in the file, if the number is zero, it is changed 
to 1.  
 
If you want to process all the pages in source file, leave out the # section, for 
example: 
 
C:\mysource.tif; C:\mydest.tif;  TXT(Hello World, 5,1201,Hello World) 
 

 

Appending Files 
 
TiffDLL100 supports the appending a file, or pages, to an existing TIFF file.  For 
setup information please read the Setup section below.  When appending pages 
or a file, the base file will be rebuilt.  Depending on the number of pages in the 
base file the rebuild may take several seconds; you will want the progress bar 
active. The rebuild will streamline the pages to the standard CCITT4 for 
monochrome pages and LZW for colored pages.  Certain TIFF file 
characteristics, like Multistrip, Fillorder-2, JPEG/TIFF compression, special tags, 
will be ignored in the rebuild.  
 
If the Append operation fails for any reason, look for the backup of the original file 
in the C:\User\[USER]\AppData\Roaming\TiffDLL100\Backup folder.  Still, ensure 
that you have safely backed up all affected files. 
 
Please clear out the files from the backup folder from time to time.  You can 
delete the entire backup folder; the folder structure will be re-created by the 
system on the first backup event. 
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Overwriting Files 
 
If a file is written back to the source file, TiffDLL100 tries to write the original file 
to a backup folder before the file is overwritten.  The backup files are in the 
C:\User\[USER]\AppData\Roaming\TiffDLL100\Backup folder.  Still, ensure that 
you have safely backed up all affected files. 
 
Please clear out the files from the backup folder from time to time.  You can 
delete the entire backup folder; the folder structure will be re-created by the 
system on the first backup event. 
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Run in Process 
 

The TiffDLL100 Commandline can be run as a command in two modes: 
 
a) A command prompt, for example from the Start -> Run in Windows: 
 
"c:\xyz\TiffCmd.exe" c:\myfile.tif;c:\myfile2.tif;TXT(Hello World) 
 
b) From within a Process: 
 
VB.NET 
 
Private Function Convert() 

Dim proc As New Process 
proc.StartInfo.FileName = "c:\somedir\TiffDLL100Command.exe" 
proc.StartInfo.Arguments = _
 "c:\xyz\myfile.tif;c:\xyz\myfile2.tif;TXT(Hello World)" 
proc.Start() 
proc.WaitForExit() 
Dim exitcode As Integer = proc.ExitCode 
MsgBox(exitcode) 
End 

End Function 

 
C# 
 
private object Convert() 
{ 

System.Diagnostics.Process proc = new System.Diagnostics.Process(); 
proc.StartInfo.FileName = "c:\\aaa\\TiffCmd.exe"; 
proc.StartInfo.Arguments = "c:\\xyz.tif;c:\\xyz2.tif;TXT(Hello);  
proc.Start(); 
proc.WaitForExit(); 
int exitcode = proc.ExitCode; 
MessageBox.Show(exitcode.ToString()); 
System.Environment.Exit(0); 

} 
 

The command execution returns an exit code and it is therefore suitable to be 
run within an application. 
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Error Handling, Error Messages, Error Log 
 
If n error occurs, the system generally displays an error message. In the Setup 
Function (SET) you have an option to suppress error messages.  Errors in the 
argument specifications (parameters) are always notified, although not posted to 
the error log. 
 
Function errors are also posted to an error log.  In the Setup Function (SET) you 
have an option to de-activate the error log. 
 
The error log file is in the folder: 
C:\Users\[USER]\AppData\Roaming\TiffDLL100 
 
You should clear out the error log file from time to time.  
 
If you cannot find the folder, create an error (for example an non-existing source 
file), activate the error message display if it is not active, and you will see the 
path to the log file shown in the error message. 
 
 

Error Codes 

 
99 Operation cancelled or aborted 
 
101 Errors in Commandline Text Annotation 
102 Errors in Commandline Watermark 
103 Errors in Commandline Resize 
104 Errors in Commandline Canvas 
105 Errors in Commandline Resolution 
106 Errors in Commandline Crop 
107 Errors in Commandline Highlighting 
108 Errors in Commandline Redaction 
109 Errors in Commandline Image Insert 
110 Errors in Commandline Add Space 
111 Errors in Commandline Borders 
112 Errors in Commandline Rotate 
113 Errors in Commandline Shift 
114 Errors in Commandline Flip 
115 Errors in Commandline Negative/Invert 
116 Errors in Commandline Flood 
117 Errors in Commandline Rectangle 
 
1101 Source file does not exist 
1102 Cannot open source file" 
1103 Incorrect page specification 
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1104 Error creating pages array 
1105 DONE loop is missing 
1106 Metrics unknown 
1190 Error opening source file 
1201 Error opening page 
1280 Error opening page 
1290 Error opening page 
 
3000 Series 
301_ Errors in Text Annotation 
302_ Errors in Watermark 
303_ Errors in Resize 
304_ Errors in Canvas 
305_ Errors in Resolution 
306_ Errors in Crop 
307_ Errors in Highlighting 
308_ Errors in Redaction 
309_ Errors in Image Insert 
310_ Errors in Add Space 
311_ Errors in Borders 
312_ Errors in Rotate 
313_ Errors in Shift 
314_ Errors in Flip 
315_ Errors in Negative/Invert 
316_ Errors in Flood 
317_ Errors in Rectangle 
 
5101 Output file name not given 
5102 File may not be overwritten 
5103 Process aborted 
5104 Error Posting Tag 
5105 Error Serializing Filename 
5106 Error Serializing Filename 
51__ Miscellaneous Save File Error 
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License, Warranty, Disclaimer  
 
Please read the terms carefully before installing and using the software, as such 
conduct will indicate your acceptance of all of the terms of this license 
agreement.  If you do not agree with the terms, the software cannot be licensed 
to you and you must un-install and return the software to Informatik Inc, or its 
supplier or distributor. 
 
This License Agreement is a legal agreement between Informatik Inc. 
("Licensor"), a Delaware Corporation, and you, the user ("Licensee"), and is 
effective the date Licensee installs the software. 
 
This Agreement covers all materials associated with the TiffDLL100 software, 
including, without limitation, the downloadable software product, online 
documentation, and any additional supporting electronic files (herein, the 
"Software"). 
 
The evaluation version may be used for 30 days after installation.  It is unlawful 
to use the software after the 30 day evaluation period without licensing the 
software and paying the license fees.  If a license is not obtained before the 
expiration of the 30 day evaluation period, the Software must be un-installed and 
destroyed. 
 
1. GRANT OF LICENSE 
Licensor hereby grants to you, and you accept, a nonexclusive license to use the 
Software according to the following condition (depending on the license type): 
 
You may install the Software, together with the TiffDLL100 DLL file and the 
required files to run the applications, to a maximum number of end-users, the 
number of end-users according to the license that you purchased, or unlimited if 
you purchased the royalty-free license.  You may not use the Software on other 
computers, nor may it be used by, or transferred to, other computers over a 
network, however the Software may be used on the laptop of the licensed user. 
You must keep the registration codes confidential.  If you use the Software in an 
application, the Software must be a minor part of an application and it must be a 
desktop application.  You may not develop tools that can be used to develop or 
be integrated with other applications.  The Software may not be installed on a 
web server without a special license.  For variations of the license terms, please 
contact Licensor for a quote. 
 
 
2. LICENSOR'S RIGHTS 
Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Software is proprietary to Licensor 
and protected under international copyright law. Licensee further acknowledges 
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and agrees that all right, title, and interests in and to the Software, including 
associated intellectual property rights, are and shall remain with Licensor. The 
License Agreement does not convey to Licensee an interest in or to the 
Software, but only a limited right of use that may be revoked in accordance with 
the terms of this License Agreement. 
 
3. OTHER RESTRICTIONS 
 
Licensee agrees to make no more than one (1) back-up copy of the Software. 
Licensee agrees not to assign, sublicense, transfer, pledge, lease, rent, or share 
the rights assigned under this License Agreement. Licensee agrees not to 
reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the Software. 
 
4. TERM 
This License Agreement is effective when Licensee installs the Software and 
shall terminate only if the terms of this License Agreement are broken. Licensee 
agrees to destroy the Software upon termination of this License Agreement. 
 
5. NO WARRANTY; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
LICENSEE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN 
"AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. LICENSOR MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OR 
PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE. LICENSOR incl. DEVELOPER, 
COPYRIGHTHOLDER, DISTRIBUTOR) EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS THE 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. LICENSOR SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY TO LICENSEE OR ANY 
THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED, DIRECTLY  
OR INDIRECTLY, BY THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
ANY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICES, LOSS OF BUSINESS, LOSS OF DATA 
OR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES. 
 
6. GOVERNING LAW 
This License Agreement shall be construed and governed in accordance with the 
laws of Pennsylvania.  
 
7. SEVERABILITY 
Should any court of competent jurisdiction declare any term of this License 
Agreement void or unenforceable, such declaration will have no effect on the 
remaining terms hereof. 
 
8. NO WAIVER 
The failure of either party to enforce any rights granted hereunder or to take 
action against the other party in the event of any breach hereunder shall not be 
deemed a waiver by that party as to subsequent enforcement of rights or 
subsequent actions in the event of future breaches. 
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Copyright and Trademarks 
 
Copyright 2011-12 Informatik Inc.  All Rights Reserved 
TiffDLL™ is a Trademark of Informatik Inc. 
 
 

Technical Support 
 

For contact information please go to www.informatik.com. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


